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• Co-Founder of PSD+G Strategy Group - www.psdgstrategy.com

• Adjunct Professor Smith School of Business – Queen’s University
• EMBA Programs: 

• National
• Americas - partnership with Cornell University

• Co –founder of 32 Degrees Ventures – social impact
• Vision – To disrupt the ice category
• www.WeAre32degrees.com

• My Brand DNA is about being “Creatively Strategic”
• More on that later…

ABOUT PETER S. DRUMMOND

http://www.psdgstrategy.com/
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YOUR BRAND IS YOUR WHOLE BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM

Brands:

• Build strong and sustainable 
relationships

• Create options for future growth as 
well as supporting current activities –
both marketing and operational

• Ultimately a management 
responsibility 

• Catalyst for lasting and profound 
organizational change
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BRAND PLAN

Strategic
Priorities

Key Initiatives

Vision/Purpose

Mission

•
•
•
•
•

§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§

The quantitative and qualitative objectives – targets, goals – that the organization has set for itself

Brand DNA The cornerstone of Brand Strategy; 
It captures the soul of the brand and internally guides all strategic decisions

Value 
Proposition

Core 
Values

Strategic 
Foundation:

A clear statement of the tangible results a customer gets from using your products or services. It is a 
statement of the functional, emotional, and self expressive benefits delivered by the brand that 

provides value to the client, and drive purchase decisions: What I get; How I feel; Who I am

§
§
§
§
§

Transcends day to day operations to raise a challenge – the 
challenge of what you are to what you want to become 

(your shared purpose)
Definition of the ‘special assignment’ being undertaken by the business in order to achieve its vision

Overarching strategies required to deliver the brand’s value proposition
and to achieve the vision

Business 
Objectives

The beliefs that define the heart of an organization

Enablers: specific and attributable features or agents 
which permit a competency or function to be possible 
or realized

Competencies: Things (process, skill, etc) an 
organization can do to a measurable standard on a 
repeatable basis
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EXAMPLES: WHAT BUSINESS ARE WE IN?  

From To Brand

Crayon manufacturer Personal creativity 
enablement

Motorcycle retailer                                                                Fulfilling dreams

Licensed producer of cannabis Life Empowerment 

Providing products, services, 
and solutions to support 
agriculture and rural life

Enabling rural life

Providing a mainstream 
curriculum to students who learn 
differently

Renewing hope
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WHAT BUSINESS DO WE WANT TO BE IN? 

Caring for ocean and 
human health
• Purpose-driven company – achieve better health 

for fish, better food for humans
• Most trusted - pure source of protein, ingredients, 

taste: Responsible practices with environment 
people and community; Traceability & Transparency

• Human health – nurturing and caring for human 
health today and tomorrow

• Pioneering new industry standards- open ocean 
Mari culture systems, sourcing, product taste, 
nutrients, diet safety + health for fish + humans

• Responsibly raised – in open oceans without 
compromising health of the ecosystems of the 
ocean, fish, people, and communities

• Broader product offering more diverse species; 
products, and skus; 

TODAY

Fish farming

TOMORROW

Impacts their:
• Frame of reference
• Competitive set
• How they make money 
• Core capabilities required
• How they go to market
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WHAT BUSINESS DO WE WANT TO BE IN TOMMORROW? 

TODAY

Fish farming

• Growing the human race
• Creating a better planet
• Complicating the future
• Food for world
• innovating food systems
• producing healthy food
• providing healthy fish experience
• responsible fish farming
• ocean cultivating
• creating sustainable seafood
• innovating new protein sources
• profitable company
• feeling and caring for the planet
• premium quality fish business
• sustainable/profitability solution
• growing the best fish on the planet
• pioneering best ways to farm fish
• creating new and alternative ways of 

employment
• healthy food

• sustainable aquaculture
• open ocean cultivators (of seafood)
• food production
• good production
• protein production
• seafood supply
• inspiring customers
• seafood excellence
• build seafood systems

• putting a beautiful fish on a plate
• manufacturing seafood stability
• Off-shore aquaculture
• saving the oceans
• improving food security
• innovative oceans saving solution
• preserving the coastal community around oceans

• Socially responsible seafood experience

• responsible open ocean commercialization

• responsible open ocean seafood systems

• ocean preservation systems

• guilt free experience
• connecting health of consumers & health of 

the oceans

• fulfilling socially responsible food needs

• caring for you and caring for the ocean

• pleasurable experience

• rewarding eating experience
• enriching food experience

• exciting food experience

• versatility food experience

• feel good business

• safe food

• enabling caring choices

• nutritional fulfillment

• fulfillment

• great tasting fish

• fish farming

• nutritional well being
• sustaining life
• sustaining well being
• caring for human and ocean
• Innovative food production at sea providing for the 

nutritional and social well being 
• of humans and environmental benefit of the planet

• Cultivating ocean and human health

• Caring for ocean and human health
• caring for human and ocean health
• nutrition focus
• nutrition specialist
• consumer insights
• health of the ocean and my health
• experience of human is enhanced by consuming a 

sustainable product
• direct impact locally - source of ingredients
• global impact

• Enriching life -caring for oceans
• enriching the live of people and oceans
• cultivating fish - preserving everything around
• minimal impact
• consumer conscious
• creating an eating experience
• chief sustainable officer
• nutritionist
• lifestyle
• Caring & enriching human and ocean health

• 2-3 hours       
• created 50—75 

unique ideas!
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Vision
Transcends day to day operations to raise a 

challenge –
The challenge of what you are to what you 

want to become 
(your shared purpose)

Mission
A mission is the definition of the ‘special 

assignment’ being undertaken by the 
organization. 

It is likely to cover the stakeholder groups that 
are being served, as well as the stakeholder 

needs that are being met.

Values
The beliefs that define the heart 

of the organization

Culture
Organizational culture is the result of common 
learning experiences. Because culture forms 

the basis of group identity and shared thought, 
belief, and feeling.

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE: 
PRINCESS MARGARET HOSPITAL

Vision / Core Purpose – where we’re going

To conquer cancer in our lifetime.

Mission – how we’ll get there
To raise and steward funds to deliver breakthrough research, exemplary 
teaching, and compassionate care at Princess Margaret Hospital, 
Canada’s leading cancer research hospital.

Values – how we live & behave
• Passion for the Vision 
• Entrepreneurship 
• Partnership 
• Accountability
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To revolutionize the treatment of baby brain injury 
worldwide 

• Revolutionize – disruptive, transform, empower, changing, raising the bar, 
chasing and challenging the system, inspire stakeholders, education, advocacy  

• Treatment – process, experience, work required, commitment, goal setting

• Baby – pre, during or post-birth up to 2 years 

• Brain injury – neuroplasticity, scary, serious, temporary, defects, 
stroke/movement/hemorrhage, lack of oxygen, toxins & infections, trauma  

• Worldwide – global community of engaged customers, patients, targets 
influencers and other stakeholders 

VISION STATEMENT 
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WHAT
is at the heart of my who we are

DNA is the most 
succinct definition of the 
brand; a single thought 
to capture its promise

WHY
would customers buy it

Customer Value 
Proposition defines 
the functional, 
emotional and self-
expressive benefits that 
provide value and 
ultimately drive 
purchase decisions

HOW
do I deliver on that consistently

Positioning is an internal 
tool used to clarify and 
communicate the 
organizations point of 
difference to the target 
audience

THREE KEY QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED IN AN INTEGRATED 
BRAND STRATEGY
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Personality Organization

Brand DNA
The most succinct 

definition of the 
brand, its mission, 

and why consumers 
should care

Core DNA

BRAND DNA FRAMEWORK
BRAND DNA IS COMPRISED OF AND INFORMED BY FOUR COMPONENTS THAT 
CREATE TEXTURE AND DEFINITION

Products 
and Services

Attributes that 
describe products 
that are embedded  
in the brand

Attributes that define 
the role that brand 
plays with its 
stakeholders

Relationships

Human 
characteristics of the 
brand; express the 
brand's style, 
tone and 
attitude

Project the unique 
organizational 

culture, values and 
philosophy
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• Stylish
• Friendly
• Cool

• Product Leadership
• Creative thinking

• High-Performance

• Ease of Use
• Innovative
• Beautiful 

design 
• Connected

• Meaningful
• Positive
• Magical

APPLE BRAND DNA

Personality Organization

Products 
and Services Relationships

Simplicity
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APPLE BRAND COMES TO LIFE CONSISTENTLY GLOBALLY
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Personality Organization

Relationships

MICHELLE OBAMA – BRAND DNA

Products & 
Services

• Authentic
• Inspiring
• Classic

• Leadership
• Advocacy

• Community-centric
• Mentorship

• Insightful
• Provocative
• Entertaining

• Inclusive 
• Thoughtful
• Influential

Empowerment
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MICHELLE OBAMA – BRAND DNA

Netflix: 
2019 Oscar award for 
Best Documentary

Advocacy: Poverty, 
homeless, children and 
food insecurity

Fashion icon; 

Kids & Nutrition & Wellness: White House Organic Garden
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CUSTOMER VALUE PROPOSITION FRAMEWORK

• A value proposition is a clear statement of the tangible results a customer gets from 
interacting with your brand. 

• It is a statement of the defining functional, emotional, and self-expressive benefits 
delivered by the brand that provide value and differentiation to the customer to drive 
usage decisions 

Functional Benefits: 
Benefits based on product 
attributes that provide functional 
utility

What I Get…

Emotional Benefits: Emotional response 
created and reinforced by interacting 
with the brand 

How I Feel…

Self-Expressive Benefits: The identity customers 
develop for themselves through association 
with the brand

Who I Am… 

Summary Statement 
In customer language
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Functional Benefits: 
Benefits based on product 
attributes that provide 
functional utility

; 

What I Get…
• Deeply experienced business and brand strategist 

• Collaborative process - transfers & aligns strategy & new thinking into the organization
• Fresh understanding of your  brand, people and marketplace

• Network of partners to bring strategy to life
• Personal and organizational growth (clients & students)

• Meaningful & actionable results

Emotional Benefits: Emotional 
response created and reinforced 
by interacting with the 
organization

How I Feel…

• Understood
• Engaged
• Confident

• Sense Of Purpose

Self-Expressive Benefits: The identity 
customers develop for themselves 
through association with the organization

Who I Am…

A focused & inspired business leader

PSD CUSTOMER VALUE PROPOSITION
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PSD+G POSITIONING STATEMENT 

Positioning 
Element

Positioning Statement Rationale

Target
For smb & new venture business 
leaders needing to take their 
organization to next level …

• Primary: C-level execs from business & non-profit 
organizations facing significant business and brand issues 
and requiring partners to help 

• Secondary: Smith / Cornell students: EMBAS/MBA/COMM

Frame of 
Reference

… PSD+G is THE boutique 
brand strategy firm …

• Niche player 
• Defining a new space; positioned between management 

consultants and agencies
• Advisors who always provides a provocative Point of View
• Ongoing trusted advisor relationship 

Benefit

… most committed to client 
growth, delivered through a 
unique blend of smarts, 
creativity, and bold actions…

• Brand = business system
• Growth = revenue, margin share, brand value, and learning
• Identifying the unknown truth
• Integrated business solutions
• Meaningful results

Reason to 
Believe

… through a proven combination 
of business experience, 
customized solutions, innovative 
capabilities and proprietary 
methodologies

• Objective, compelling, and candid logic and thinking -
simplify and clarify

• Bold market positionings and strategies that challenge 
conventional thinking

• Network of partners: e.g. Brand Economics (Brand drivers, 
Valuation, measurement, scorecard, etc.) and world-class 
research capability
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BRAND TARGET AUDIENCE 

Primary

• Parents of children with CP 

Secondary

• Neonatal nurses, therapists, surgeons, doctors 

Influencers 
• Families, friends

• Health care providers 

• OTP speech, therapists 
• Teachers 

80/20 rule for 
marketing resource 
allocation ($$) to 
targets
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Personality Organization

Relationships

PSD – BRAND DNA

Products & 
Services

• Authentic
• Thoughtful
• Provocative

• Customer focused
• Nimble

• Business Design

• Insightful
• Practical
• Scalable

• Collaborative
• Mutually beneficial

• Continuous Learning

Creatively 
Strategic
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NEXT STEPS

• Flush out and refine your Brand DNA
• ideation Create a “creative brief” for your book title

• What is the role & objective of book?

• Use as a springboard for  creative brainstorming that reflects:
1. Brand DNA
2. Your personality pillar
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BRAND STRATEGY RESOURCES

Articles & Videos:

• “Strategy From the Outside-In” – McGraw Hill – by: George S. Day & Christine Moorman

• Steve Jobs on being different: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keCwRdbwNQY

• Sinek, Simon (2009), “How great leaders inspire action,” TEDx: Puget Sound (online 
video). 

• Peters, Tom (1997), “The brand called you,” Fast Company Magazine (online article). 

• Duque, Linda (2016), “Why Creating a Personal Brand is a Win-Win for You and Your 
Company,” Globe and Mail: November 12, 2016.

• O’Reilly, Terry (2015) “Selling Yourself: The Art of Personal Branding” Under the Influence 
(text). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=keCwRdbwNQY
http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
https://www.fastcompany.com/28905/brand-called-you
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/undertheinfluence/selling-yourself-the-art-of-personal-branding-1.3106068
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Tomorrow:

Empowering & 
Transforming 

• Empowering  (through a new way of thinking) 
• Thought leadership: 

• Get a book out,
• going directly to the community, 
• speaking with power, 
• going directly to CP groups, 
• create video blogging, 
• writing articles,

• Toolbox/ Resource center
• Create relevant partnerships
• Create a powerful grassroots “army” 
• Call to action, documentary  
• Giving knowledge to demand change 

AUTHOR’S EXAMPLE: WHAT BUSINESS ARE WE IN?

Today:

Writing
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Personality
Expert  
Honest 

Engaging 
Irreverent

Products & 
Services
Accessible 
Informative  

Inspiring  

Organization
Problem solving 

Optimistic  
Committed 

Relationships
Mentoring 

Open minded
Collaborative 

Real 
Hope

AUTHOR’S EXAMPLE: BRAND DNA
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Functional Benefits: 
Benefits based on product 
attributes that provide 
functional utility

What I Get…
• Clear action plan for parents – what do I do to help my child? 

• Build and be part of a global community (professionals, friends/family) 
• Highly accessible &  relevant resources : toolbox, documentary, where to find, etc.

• Validation - a sense of being right 

Emotional Benefits: Emotional 
response created and reinforced 
by interacting with the brand 

How I Feel…
• Empowered - to right the wrong

• Hopeful  
• Inspired - to act 
• Passionate 
• Informed

Self-Expressive Benefits: The identity 
customers develop for themselves 
through association with the brand

Who I Am…

A champion of my child 

AUTHOR’S EXAMPLE: CUSTOMER VALUE PROPOSITION
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This report is solely for the use of client personnel. No part of it may be circulated, 
quoted, or reproduced for distribution outside the client organization without prior 
written approval from PSD+G Strategy Group. © April, 2020


